Summer Week 1 Year 4
creation
education nation relation
determination occupation consideration imagination
continuation regulation preparation variation punctuation
education operation
Use some of these focus words in 8 super sentences. Have a go at using the Power of Three.

Summer Week 2 Year 4
-tion root words.
Complete the chart below with the root words and the –tion
words. Can you make it super colourful?

-tion

Invention
Inflation
Injection
Completion
Exception
Reaction
Opposition
Position
Perfection
Education

root

-tion

inflate

opposite

Extension – Can you find any other –tion words.

root

Summer Week 3 Year 4
Explode a suffix!
Write down as many words as you can that have the
–sion suffix. Use the words you used in class and others that fit the rule.

-sion

Extension – write two sentences with some of the words above.

Summer Week 4 Year 4

Change these words to have a –sion suffix.

Discuss
Confess
Possess
Depress
Progress +sion
Permit
Impress
Admit
Omit
Express
.

Discuss

Discussion

-sion

Extension –. Can you write a sentence that includes three of these words??

Summer Week 5 Year 4
Musician
electrician
magician
politician
Physician
optician
mathematician

Extension –
Can you write a crossword clue for ‘beautician’
Can you write a crossword clue for ‘technician’.

Summer Week 6 Year 4
Circle the correct spelling, then rewrite it in the end column.

Extention
divition
Musictian
Electrician
exprecian
completian
Exception
reactian
sesscian
Imagination
Education

Extension
divission
Musician
electrition
Expression
complesion
excpesion
reactsion
Session
imaginassion
Educassion

extenssion
Division
musicsion
Electrision
exprestion
Completion
excepcian
Reaction
sescian
imaginasion
Educacian

Extension –. Can you write a sentence that includes three of these words?

Summer Week 7 Year 4
Use these focus words to complete this passage.

chefs chalet
machines brochure
Champagne chauffeur
Chateau chaperone
parachute

Alfie was excited because it was creativity week and Y4
were studying France. The class would be making models
of a ____________ and a _________________ and be dressing
up as French _________________. He
was also looking forward to writing a class
_________________________ about ___________________. He would
have loved to go to France, jumping from a plane with a
______________________!
Now – write a short paragraph with the focus words not used above.

Extension –.Can you think of any other words that have the
sh sound, written with the ch digraph?

Summer Week 8 Year 4

Write your Focus Words in alphabetical order.

League Morgue Tongue Synagogue
Prologue Monologue Fatigue
Vague Plague Rogue
1……………………….
2……………………….
3……………………….
4……………………….
5……………………….
6……………………….
7……………………….
8……………………….
9……………………….
10…………………….

10……………………….
9……………………….
8……………………….
7……………………….
6……………………….
5……………………….
4……………………….
3……………………….
2……………………….
1…………………….

Write your Focus Words in alphabetical order – backwards!
Extension – Use a dictionary to define two of these words.

Summer Week 9 Year 4

antique
Can you find these focus words mosque
in this wordsearch?
barbeque
Extensions –
What other words can you find? technique
grotesque

unique
opaque
mystique
cheque
physique
plaque

Summer Week 10 Year 4

scene
muscle
fascinate
descend
horoscope

science
scissors
disciple
ascend
iridescent
conscience

Choose all of this weeks
Focus Words to create
your own Wordsearch.

